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sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3 fb 1, collected in proton-proton
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are reconstructed through the decay modes  (2S) ! +  and  (2S) ! J= + .
The branching fractions relative to that of 0b ! J= pK  are measured to be
B(0b !  (2S)pK )
B(0b ! J= pK )
= (20:70 0:76 0:46 0:37) 10 2 ;
B(0b ! J= + pK )
B(0b ! J= pK )
= (20:86 0:96 1:34) 10 2 ;
where the rst uncertainties are statistical, the second are systematic and the third is
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1 Introduction
The 0b baryon is the isospin singlet ground state of a bottom quark and two light quarks.
The rich phenomenology associated with decays of bottom baryons allows many mea-
surements of masses, lifetimes and branching fractions, which test the theoretical un-
derstanding of weak decays of heavy hadrons in the framework of heavy quark eective
theory (HQET) and the underlying QCD physics [1, 2]. At the Tevatron, properties of
the 0b baryon, such as mass and lifetime, have been measured using two-body modes,
specically 0b ! J= 0 and 0b ! +c   decays [3{5].1 The high production rate of
b quarks at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), along with the excellent momentum and
mass resolution and the hadron identication capabilities of the LHCb detector, open up
a host of multibody and Cabibbo-suppressed decay channels of 0b baryons, e.g. the de-
cays 0b ! D0pK , 0b ! +c K  [6], 0b ! +c D , 0b ! +c D s [7] and 0b ! J= p  [8].
The high signal yield of the 0b ! J= pK  decay [9] allowed the precise measurement of
the 0b lifetime [10, 11]. The recent analysis of this decay mode uncovered a double reso-
nant structure in the J= p system consistent with two pentaquark states [12]. LHCb has
also measured several B meson decays into nal states with charmonia [13{18]. The rst
observation of 0b decays to excited charmonium, the 
0
b !  (2S)0 decay, has been pre-
sented by the ATLAS collaboration [19]. An experimental investigation of other similar
multibody decays of the 0b baryon should lead to deeper insights into QCD.
1The inclusion of charge-conjugate modes is implied throughout this paper.
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In this paper, the rst observations of the decays 0b!  (2S)pK  and
0b! J= + pK  are reported, where  (2S) mesons are reconstructed in the nal states
+  and J= + . The ratios of the branching fractions of these decays to that of the
normalization decay 0b ! J= pK ,
R (2S)  B(
0
b!  (2S)pK )
B(0b! J= pK )
; (1.1)
RJ= 
+   B(
0
b! J= + pK )
B(0b! J= pK )
; (1.2)
are measured. In measuring the branching fraction of 0b! J= + pK  decays, con-
tributions via intermediate resonances, such as 0b!  (2S)pK , are implicitly included.
The low energy release in these decays allows a precise determination of the 0b mass with
a small systematic uncertainty.
This study is based on a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity
of 3 fb 1, collected with the LHCb detector in pp collisions at centre-of-mass energiesp
s = 7 and 8TeV.
2 Detector and simulation
The LHCb detector [20, 21] is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the
pseudorapidity range 2 <  < 5, designed for the study of particles containing b or c
quarks. The detector includes a high-precision tracking system consisting of a silicon-strip
vertex detector surrounding the pp interaction region, a large-area silicon-strip detector lo-
cated upstream of a dipole magnet with a bending power of about 4 Tm, and three stations
of silicon-strip detectors and straw drift tubes placed downstream of the magnet. The po-
larity of the dipole magnet is reversed periodically throughout data-taking. The tracking
system provides a measurement of the momentum, p, of charged particles with a relative
uncertainty that varies from 0.5% at low momentum to 1.0% at 200 GeV=c. The minimum
distance of a track to a primary vertex (PV), the impact parameter, is measured with
a resolution of (15 + 29=pT)m, where pT is the component of the momentum transverse
to the beam, in GeV=c [22]. Large samples of B+ ! J= K+ and J= ! +  decays,
collected concurrently with the data set, were used to calibrate the momentum scale of the
spectrometer to a precision of 0:03 % [23].
Dierent types of charged hadrons are distinguished using information from two ring-
imaging Cherenkov detectors (RICH). Photons, electrons and hadrons are identied by
a calorimeter system consisting of scintillating-pad and preshower detectors, an electromag-
netic calorimeter and a hadronic calorimeter. Muons are identied by a system composed
of alternating layers of iron and multiwire proportional chambers.
The trigger [24] comprises two stages. Events are rst required to pass the hardware
trigger, which selects muon candidates with pT > 1:48 (1:76) GeV=c or pairs of opposite-sign
muon candidates with a requirement that the product of the muon transverse momenta is
larger than 1:7 (2:6) GeV2=c2 for data collected at
p
s = 7 (8)TeV. The subsequent software
trigger is composed of two stages, the rst of which performs a partial event reconstruction,
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while full event reconstruction is done at the second stage. At the rst stage of the software
trigger the invariant mass of well-reconstructed pairs of oppositely charged muons forming
a good-quality two-track vertex is required to exceed 2.7 GeV=c2, and the two-track vertex
is required to be signicantly displaced from all PVs.
The analysis technique reported below has been validated using simulated events.
The pp collisions are generated using Pythia [25, 26] with a specic LHCb congura-
tion [27]. Decays of hadronic particles are described by EvtGen [28], in which nal-state
radiation is generated using Photos [29]. The interaction of the generated particles with
the detector, and its response, are implemented using the Geant4 toolkit [30, 31] as de-
scribed in ref. [32].
3 Event selection
The decays 0b!  (2S)pK , 0b! J= + pK  and 0b! J= pK  are reconstructed
using decay modes  (2S)! + ,  (2S) ! J= +  and J= ! + . Common se-
lection criteria, based on those used in refs. [17, 33], are used for all channels, except
for those related to the selection of two additional pions in the 0b! J= + pK  and
0b !  (2S)[! J= + ]pK  channels.
Muon, proton, kaon and pion candidates are selected from well-reconstructed tracks
within the acceptance of the spectrometer that are identied using information from
the RICH, calorimeter and muon detectors [34, 35]. Muons, protons, kaons and pions
are required to have a transverse momentum larger than 550, 800, 500 and 200 MeV=c,
respectively. To allow good particle identication, kaons and pions are required to have
a momentum between 3:2 GeV=c and 150 GeV=c whilst protons must have a momentum be-
tween 10 GeV=c and 150 GeV=c. To reduce combinatorial background involving tracks from
the primary pp interaction vertices, only tracks that exceed a minimum impact parameter
2 with respect to every PV are used. The impact parameter 2 is dened as the dierence
between the 2 of the PV reconstructed with and without the considered particle.
Pairs of oppositely-charged muons originating from a common vertex are combined to
form J= ! +  or  (2S)! +  candidates. The resulting dimuon candidates are
required to have an invariant mass between  5 and +3 around the known J= or
 (2S) masses [36], where  is the mass resolution. An asymmetric mass interval is chosen
to include part of the low-mass tail due to nal-state radiation.
Candidate 0b baryons are formed from J= pK
 ,  (2S)pK  and J= + pK  combi-
nations. Each candidate is associated with the PV with respect to which it has the smallest
impact parameter signicance. The 0b mass resolution is improved by employing a kine-
matic t [37] that constrains the mass of the J= candidate to its known value and re-
quires the momentum of the 0b candidate to point back to the PV. A requirement on
the quality of this t is applied to further suppress combinatorial background. Finally,
the measured decay time of the 0b candidate, calculated with respect to the associated
primary vertex, is required to be between 0.5 and 6.7 ps. The lower limit is used to sup-
press background from particles coming from the PV while the upper limit removes poorly
reconstructed candidates.
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Figure 1. Mass distributions of selected (left) 0b!  (2S)[! + ]pK  and (right) 0b! J= pK 
candidates. The total t function (solid red), the 0b signal contribution (dotted magenta) and
the combinatorial background (dashed blue) are shown. The error bars show 68% Poissonian con-
dence intervals.
To suppress cross-feed from decays of the B0s meson into J= K
 K+,  (2S)K K+ and
J= + K K+ nal states, with the positively-charged kaon misidentied as a proton,
a veto on the 0b candidate mass, recalculated with a kaon mass hypothesis for the proton,
is applied. Any candidate with a recalculated mass consistent with the nominal B0s mass
is rejected. A similar veto is applied to suppress cross-feed from decays of B0 mesons
into J= K +,  (2S)K + and J=  ++K  decays with the positively-charged pion
misidentied as a proton.
4 Measurement of branching fractions
4.1 Signal yields and eciencies
The mass distributions for selected 0b!  (2S)[! + ]pK  candidates and candidates
for the normalization channel 0b! J= pK  are shown in gure 1. Signal yields are deter-
mined using unbinned extended maximum likelihood ts to these distributions. The signal
is modelled with a modied Gaussian function with power-law tails on both sides [38, 39],
where the tail parameters are xed from simulation and the mass resolution parameter is
allowed to vary. The background is modelled with an exponential function multiplied by
a rst-order polynomial. The resolution parameters obtained from the ts are found to be
3:82 0:17 MeV=c2 for the channel 0b!  (2S)[! + ]pK  and 6:12 0:05 MeV=c2 for
0b! J= pK , in good agreement with expectations from simulation.
The mass distribution for selected 0b! J= + pK  candidates is shown in
gure 2(left), along with the result of an unbinned extended maximum likelihood
t using the model described above. The mass resolution parameter obtained
from the t is 4:72 0:23 MeV=c2. The mass distribution of the J= +  system
from signal 0b! J= + pK  decays is presented in gure 2(right) in the region
3:67 < m(J= + ) < 3:7 GeV=c2.
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Figure 2. Left: mass distribution of selected 0b! J= + pK  candidates. Right: background-
subtracted J= +  mass distribution for that mode. The total t function and the signal contribu-
tions are shown by solid red and dotted magenta lines, respectively. The combinatorial background
in the left plot and nonresonant contribution in the right plot are shown by dashed blue lines.
Channel N(0b)
0b! J= pK  28 834 204
0b!  (2S)[! + ]pK  665 28
0b!  (2S)[! J= + ]pK  231 17
0b! J= + pK  793 36
Table 1. Signal yields of 0b decay channels. Uncertainties are statistical only.
The background subtraction is performed with the sPlot technique [40] us-
ing the J= + pK  mass as the discriminating variable. The signal yield of
0b!  (2S)[! J= + ]pK  decays is determined using an unbinned extended maximum
likelihood t to the J= +  invariant mass distribution. The  (2S) component is mod-
elled with a modied Gaussian function with power-law tails on both sides, where the tail
parameters are xed from simulation. The nonresonant component is taken to be constant.
The mass resolution parameter obtained from the t is 2:290:17 MeV=c2. The signal yields
are summarized in table 1.
The ratio of branching fractions R (2S), dened in eq. (1.1), is measured in two dierent
decay modes,
R (2S)

 (2S)!+ 
=
N (2S)!+ 
NJ= 

"
0b
J= 
"
0b
 (2S)!+ 
 B(J= ! 
+ )
B( (2S)! + ) ;
R (2S)

 (2S)!J= + 
=
N (2S)!J= + 
NJ= 

"
0b
J= 
"
0b
 (2S)!J= + 
 1B( (2S)! J= + ) ;
(4.1)
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Value
"
0b
J= ="
0b
 (2S)!+  1:188 0:006
"
0b
J= ="
0b
 (2S)!J= +  8:84 0:05
"
0b
J= ="
0b
J= +  7:59 0:04
Table 2. Ratios of eciencies. The uncertainties reect the limited size of the simulation sample.
and the ratio RJ= 
+  , dened in eq. (1.2), is measured as
RJ= 
+  =
NJ= + 
NJ= 

"
0b
J= 
"
0b
J= + 
; (4.2)
where NX represents the observed signal yield and "
0b
X denotes the eciency for the de-
cay 0b ! XpK . The ratio B(J= !
+ )
B( (2S)!+ ) is taken to be equal to the more precisely
measured ratio of dielectron branching fractions, B(J= !e
+e )
B( (2S)!e+e ) = 7:57  0:17 [36].
For the  (2S)! J= +  branching fraction the world average (34:46 0:30)% [36]
is taken.
The eciency is dened as the product of the geometric acceptance and the detection,
reconstruction, selection and trigger eciencies. The eciencies for hadron identication
as functions of kinematic parameters and event multiplicity are determined from data
using calibration samples of low-background decays: D+ ! D0+ followed by D0 ! K  
for kaons and pions, and 0 ! p  and +c ! pK + for protons [34]. The remaining
eciencies are determined using simulation.
In the simulation of 0b! J= pK  decays, the model established in ref. [12] that in-
cludes pentaquark contributions is used, while in the simulation of the other decay modes
the events are generated uniformly in phase space. The simulation is corrected to reproduce
the transverse momentum and rapidity distributions of the 0b baryons observed in data [9]
and to account for small discrepancies between data and simulation in the reconstruction
of charged tracks [41]. The ratios of eciencies to those in the 0b! J= pK  channel are
presented in table 2.
4.2 Systematic uncertainties
Most systematic uncertainties cancel in the measurements of the ratios of branching frac-
tions, notably those related to the reconstruction, identication and trigger eciencies of
the J= ! +  and  (2S)! +  candidates [13], due to the similarity of the muon and
dimuon spectra for these modes. The remaining systematic uncertainties are summarized
in table 3 and discussed below.
Alternative parametrizations for the signal and background are used to estimate
the systematic uncertainties related to the t model. A modied Novosibirsk function [42],
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Source R (2S)

 (2S)!+  R
 (2S)

 (2S)!J= +  R
J= + 
Fit model 0:8 3:0 3:5
Cross-feed 0:8 0:9 0:9
Eciency calculation:
0b decay model 0:3 0:8 0:8
Reconstruction of additional pions:
Hadron interaction | 2 2:0 2 2:0
Track eciency correction | 3:2 2:7
Hadron identication 0:1 0:1 0:2
Trigger 1:1 1:1 1:1
Selection criteria 0:6 0:9 0:2
Simulation sample size 1:0 1:6 1:7
Sum in quadrature 2:0 6:4 6:4
Table 3. Systematic uncertainties (in %) on the ratios of branching fractions R (2S) and RJ= 
+  .
an Apolonios function [43], an asymmetric variant of the Apolonios function and the Stu-
dent's t-distribution are used for the 0b signal shape, and an exponential function multi-
plied by a second-order polynomial is used for the background. The ratio of event yields
is remeasured with the cross-check models, and the maximum deviation with respect to
the nominal value is assigned as a systematic uncertainty.
The uncertainty associated with the B0s and B
0 cross-feed is estimated by varying
the widths of the rejected regions and recomputing the signal yields, taking into account
the changes in eciencies. As an additional cross-check, a veto is applied also on possi-
ble contributions from 0b ! J= pK+, 0b !  (2S)pK+ and 0b ! J= + pK+ decays
where the positive kaon is misidentied as a proton and the antiproton is misidentied
as a negative kaon. The maximum of the observed dierences from the nominal values is
assigned as the corresponding systematic uncertainty.
The remaining systematic uncertainties are associated with the eciency determina-
tion. The systematic uncertainty related to the decay model for 0b !  (2S)pK  and
0b ! J= + pK  decays is estimated using the simulated samples, corrected to repro-
duce the invariant mass of the pK  and  (2S)p or J= + p systems observed in data.
The largest change in eciency is taken as the corresponding systematic uncertainty.
The decay modes 0b! J= + pK  and 0b !  (2S)[! J= + ]pK  have two
additional pions to reconstruct compared to the reference mode 0b! J= pK  . The un-
certainty associated with the reconstruction of these additional low-pT tracks has two
independent contributions. First, the uncertainties in the amount and distribution of ma-
terial in the detector result in an uncertainty of 2.0% per additional nal-state pion due to
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the modelling of hadron interactions [41]. Second, the small dierence in the track nd-
ing eciency between data and simulation is corrected using a data-driven technique [41].
The uncertainties in the correction factors are propagated to the eciency ratios by means
of pseudoexperiments. This results in a systematic uncertainty of 3:2% for the ratio
R (2S)

 (2S)!J= +  and 2:7% for the ratio R
J= +  .
The systematic uncertainties related to the hadron identication eciency, 0.1 (0.2)%
for R (2S) (RJ= 
+ ) ratios, reect the limited sizes of the calibration samples, and are
propagated to the ratios R (2S) and RJ= 
+  by means of pseudoexperiments.
The trigger eciency for events with J= ! +  and  (2S)! +  produced in
beauty hadron decays is studied in data. A systematic uncertainty of 1.1% is assigned
based on a comparison between data and simulation of the ratio of trigger eciencies for
high-yield samples of B+ ! J= K+ and B+ !  (2S)K+ decays [13].
Another source of uncertainty is the potential disagreement between data and simula-
tion in the estimation of eciencies, due to eects not considered above. This is studied by
varying the selection criteria in ranges that lead to as much as 20% change in the mea-
sured signal yields. The stability is tested by comparing the eciency-corrected yields
within these variations. The largest deviations range between 0.2% and 0.9% and are
taken as systematic uncertainties.
Finally, a systematic uncertainty due to the limited size of the simulation sample is
assigned. With all the systematic uncertainties added in quadrature, the total is 2:0% for
the ratio R (2S)

 (2S)!+  , 6:4% for the ratio R
 (2S)

 (2S)!J= +  and 6:4% for the ra-
tio RJ= 
+  .
4.3 Results
Using eq. (4.1) and the ratios of yields and eciencies determined above, the ratio R (2S)
is measured for each  (2S) decay mode separately:
R (2S)

 (2S)!+ 
= (20:74 0:88 0:41 0:47) 10 2 ;
R (2S)

 (2S)!J= + 
= (20:55 1:52 1:32 0:18) 10 2 ;
(4.3)
where the rst uncertainty is statistical, the second is systematic and the third is re-
lated to the uncertainties on the dielectron J= and  (2S) branching fractions and
the  (2S)! J= +  branching fraction. The average of the ratios in eq. (4.3) is
R (2S) = (20:70 0:76 0:46 0:37) 10 2 : (4.4)
In this average the systematic uncertainties related to the normalization channel,
0b! J= pK , and the trigger eciency are considered to be 100% correlated while other
systematic uncertainties are treated as uncorrelated.
The ratio of the branching fractions of 0b! J= + pK  and 0b! J= pK  is
found to be
RJ= 
+  = (20:86 0:96 1:34) 10 2 ; (4.5)
where contributions via intermediate resonances are included.
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The absolute branching fractions 0b!  (2S)pK  and 0b! J= + pK  are derived
using the branching fraction B(0b! J= pK ) = (3:04 0:04 0:06 0:33 +0:43 0:27) 10 4,
measured in ref. [9], where the third uncertainty is due to the uncertainty on the branching
fraction of the decay B0 ! J= K(892)0 and the fourth is due to the knowledge of the ratio
of fragmentation fractions f0b
=fd. They are found to be
B(0b!  (2S)pK ) = (6:29 0:23 0:14 +1:14 0:90) 10 5 ;
B(0b! J= + pK ) = (6:34 0:29 0:41 +1:15 0:91) 10 5 ;
(4.6)
where the third uncertainty comes from the uncertainties in the branching fractions of
0b! J= pK ,  (2S)! J= + ,  (2S)! e+e  and J= ! e+e  decays.
From the two separate measurements of the ratio R (2S) via dierent decay modes
of the  (2S) meson (eq. (4.3)), the ratio of the  (2S)! +  and  (2S)! J= + 
branching fractions is calculated as
B( (2S)! + )
B( (2S)! J= + ) =
N (2S)!+ 
N (2S)!J= + 

"
0b
 (2S)!J= + 
"
0b
 (2S)!+ 
 B(J= ! + )
= (2:30 0:20 0:12 0:01) 10 2 ; (4.7)
where the third uncertainty is related to the uncertainty of the known branching fraction
B(J= ! + ) = (5:961 0:033)% [36]. This result is in agreement with the world av-
erage of (2:29 0:25) 10 2 [36] based on results of the E672/E706 [44] and BaBar [45]
collaborations, and has similar precision.
5 Measurement of 0b baryon mass
The low energy release in 0b!  (2S)pK  and 0b! J= + pK  decays al-
lows the 0b mass to be determined with a small systematic uncertainty.
The mass is measured using four decay channels: 0b!  (2S)[! + ]pK ,
0b!  (2S)[! J= + ]pK , 0b! J= + pK  and 0b! J= pK . The mass distri-
butions for the 0b!  (2S)[! + ]pK  and 0b! J= pK  channels are shown in g-
ure 1. In the 0b!  (2S)[! J= + ]pK  channel, the J= +  system is constrained
to the nominal  (2S) mass [36] to improve the precision. In the 0b! J= + pK  chan-
nel, to avoid overlap with the 0b!  (2S)[! J= + ]pK  channel the  (2S) region is
vetoed, i.e. the mass of the J= +  combination is required to be outside the range
3670 < m(J= + ) < 3700 MeV=c2. The mass distributions for these two samples, along
with the result of an unbinned extended maximum likelihood t using the model described
in section 4.1, are shown in gure 3.
The systematic uncertainties on the measurement of the 0b baryon mass for all four
channels are listed in table 4. The precision of the absolute momentum scale calibration of
0:03% is the dominant source of uncertainty [23, 46]. This uncertainty is proportional to
the energy release in the decay and is minimal for the processes with a  (2S) in the nal
state. A further uncertainty is related to the energy loss in the material of the tracking
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Figure 3. Left: mass distribution of selected 0b!  (2S)[! J= + ]pK  candidates with
an additional constraint for the  (2S) mass [36]. Right: mass distribution of selected
0b! J= + pK  candidates with a requirement of the J= +  combination mass to be out-
side the range 3670 < m(J= + ) < 3700 MeV=c2. The total t function (solid red), the 0b signal
contribution (dotted magenta) and the combinatorial background (dashed blue) are shown.
J=  (2S)! +   (2S)! J= +  J= + ; (2S)
Momentum scale 0:34 0:19 0:15 0:26
Energy loss correction 0:03 0:02 0:06 0:07
Fit model 0:04 0:03 0:08 0:05
Sum in quadrature 0:34 0:19 0:18 0:27
Table 4. Systematic uncertainties (in MeV=c2) on the 0b mass using the decay
modes 0b! J= pK , 0b!  (2S)[! + ]pK , 0b!  (2S)[! J= + ]pK  and
0b! J= + pK  with the J= +  mass outside the  (2S) region.
system [47], which is known with an accuracy of 10% [48]. This eect is estimated by
varying the energy loss correction in the reconstruction by 10% and taking the observed
mass shift as an uncertainty. The uncertainty due to the t model is estimated using
the same set of cross-check models for the signal and background parameterization as
considered in section 4, with the maximum deviation in the mass assigned as a systematic
uncertainty. The uncertainties on the masses of the J= and  (2S) mesons [36] are small
and are therefore neglected.
As a cross-check, the data sample is divided into four parts, for data collected at
p
s = 7
and 8TeV and with dierent magnet polarities. The measured masses are consistent among
these subsamples, and therefore no systematic uncertainty is assigned. To check the eect
of the selection criteria (see section 3), the high-yield 0b! J= pK  decay channel is used.
No sizeable dependence of the mass on the selection criteria is observed and no additional
uncertainty is assigned.
The results from the four decay channels are presented in table 5. To combine them,
correlations must be taken into account. The statistical uncertainties and those related
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Channel M(0b)

MeV=c2

0b! J= pK  5619:62 0:04 0:34
0b!  (2S)[! + ]pK  5619:84 0:18 0:19
0b!  (2S)[! J= + ]pK  5619:38 0:33 0:18
0b! J= + pK  excluding  (2S) 5619:08 0:30 0:27
Table 5. Measured 0b mass in dierent decay channels. The rst uncertainty is statistical and the
second is systematic.
to the t procedure are treated as uncorrelated while those due to the momentum scale
and energy loss correction are considered to be fully correlated. The combined value of
the 0b mass is
M(0b) = 5619:65 0:17 0:17 MeV=c2 ; (5.1)
where the rst uncertainty is statistical and the second systematic. The 2=ndf calculated
for the individual measurements with respect to the combined value is 3.0/3. This is the
most precise measurement of any b-hadron mass reported to date.
Previous direct measurements of the 0b mass by LHCb were made using the de-
cay 0b ! J= 0 [23, 47] and are statistically independent of the results of this study.
The combination obtained here is consistent with, and more precise than, the results of
these earlier studies. The LHCb results are combined, taking the statistical uncertainties
and those related to the t procedure to be uncorrelated and those due to the energy
loss correction to be fully correlated. The uncertainty due to the momentum scale in
ref. [23] is also taken to be fully correlated, whereas in ref. [47] a dierent alignment and
calibration procedure was used and so the corresponding uncertainty is considered to be
uncorrelated with the other measurements. The result of the combination is dominated by
the measurements of this analysis and is
M(0b) = 5619:65 0:16 0:14 MeV=c2 ; (5.2)
where the uncertainties are statistical and systematic. The 2=ndf calculated for the indi-
vidual measurements with respect to the combined value is 3.4/5. The measured mass is
in agreement with, but more precise than, the results of the ATLAS [49] and CDF [5] col-
laborations.
From the value of the 0b mass in eq. (5.2) and a precise measurement of the mass
dierence between the 0b and B
0 hadrons reported in ref. [7], the mass of the B0 meson is
calculated to be
M(B0) = 5279:93 0:39 MeV=c2 ; (5.3)
where the correlation of 41% between the LHCb measurements of the 0b mass and
the 0b{B
0 mass splitting has been taken into account. This is in agreement with the current
world average of 5279:61 0:16 MeV=c2 [36].
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6 Results and summary
The 0b!  (2S)pK  and 0b! J= + pK  decay modes are observed using a sam-
ple of pp collisions at centre-of-mass energies of 7 and 8TeV, corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of 3 fb 1. With results from the channels  (2S)! +  and
 (2S)! J= +  combined, the ratio of branching fractions is measured:
R (2S) =
B(0b!  (2S)pK )
B(0b! J= pK )
= (20:70 0:76 0:46 0:37) 10 2 ;
where the rst uncertainty is statistical, the second is systematic and the third is related
to the uncertainties of the known dielectron J= and  (2S) branching fractions and of
the branching fraction of the  (2S)! J= +  decay. The ratio of branching fractions
for 0b! J= + pK  and 0b! J= pK  is
RJ= 
+  =
B(0b! J= + pK )
B(0b! J= pK )
= (20:86 0:96 1:34) 10 2 ;
where the rst uncertainty is statistical, the second is systematic and contributions via
intermediate resonances are included.
From measurements of the ratio R (2S) via two dierent decay modes of the  (2S) me-
son it is determined that
B( (2S)! + )
B( (2S)! J= + ) = (2:30 0:20 0:12 0:01) 10
 2 ;
where the rst uncertainty is statistical, the second is systematic and the third is related
to the uncertainty on B(J= ! + ). This is the most precise direct measurement of
this ratio to date.
Using 0b!  (2S)pK , 0b! J= + pK  and 0b! J= pK  decays, the mass of
the 0b baryon is measured to be
M(0b) = 5619:65 0:17 0:17 MeV=c2 ;
where the rst uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic. Combining this result
with previous LHCb measurements that used the channel 0b ! J= 0 [23, 47] gives
M(0b) = 5619:65 0:16 0:14 MeV=c2 ; (6.1)
where the rst uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic. This is the most
precise determination of the mass of any b hadron to date.
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